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I, this I AM Apex being of the now, understands the original purpose of Earth being linked into
the dreaming mind of all solar systems for resolving all karma in the dreaming mind of Earth.
With this, I knowledge my true human responsibility of conquering and expelling my own
physical, spiritual, technological, social dreamtime toxicity, and demand of myself and my
dreaming body to come into authentic expression and neutrality. The time is now to enter into
union and communion and to work together as a universal team, in harmony and not rebellion,
forced conformity or energy extortion to create our legacy of homecoming, time travelling
consciousness explorers, connecting all dreaming minds of and in this universe.
The Western doorway of perception, opens up for me to perceive, know, be and receive the
place and space of dreaming energy stored in my very own skull cap, that encases the brain, in
its crystallised structure, holding my heart and dream memories, accessible through the brain,
expressed through creations, inspirations and dreams.
As a human being in this time of global dreamtime awakening, I accept that I am a holographic
data processing machine with memory stored in my skeletal system and every other bodily cell
and molecule. I understand that it is my responsibility to process dreamtime as well as awake
time information through authenticating & integrating memories and experiences, releasing
attached electromagnetic energetic imprints, to clear and cleanse the system and keep it
running efficiently and to full capacity.
BEFORE I ENTER THE GREAT SLEEP and connect to my dreaming body, I give instructions to all
my light bodies experiencing the seven colours of time, as I fall into the deep sleep and connect
to Earth mother’s dream time, the only portal I create is to my seven future generations and to
my seven past generations, so I may have ancestral visitations and understandings.
I closely work with trusted dreamtime societies that create a foundation for the brain to
function in, by mapping the pathways of past, present and future shamans, so my soul group
has DNA connections to that point. This allows me to bring the brain perceptions outside my
physical body, into the dreamworld, for me to process and learn from these fields of dreams
and plenty.
All other beings that are not in my direct DNA lineage, not in my soul family DNA lineage and
not within my expression of truth and love shall not have access to this portal. There is no
manipulation, masturbation, fantasy projection that can come into my reality whilst I am asleep
or awake. I am blocking this frequency from existing and co-existing with me.
I NOW CONNECT TO MY DREAMING BODY in my INTESTINAL TRACT between the ROOT AND
SACRAL CHAKRA, as it does not exist in the head. Dropping from the crown into the mind, the

third eye, the throat, into heart – into the solar plexus, into my dreaming body and turn off my
human body, to slowly start getting ready for sleep paralysis.
Once all the energies of the upper chakras are integrated in the sacral chakra, I observe it to
build up this wave pattern, before it is going into the root. “Oh, great dream world who is about
to come to me, as I sleep in this great sleep, for in the next day I shall awake and integrate and
remember all the dream experiences”
As the energy of the root is entering the sacral chakra – this is the point where I now declare my
sacred, mental moment of that I want to lucid dream. I herewith bring in all energies of all the
chakras into the root, so the root starts to blossom. As all petals open, over and over, like the
Mandelbrot set, into a prism of energy, all chakras are unifying and I am ready to travel into the
dream world. This is the beginning and the point of my dream state where I have total control
over my cellular memory. AND HERE I MAKE MY DREAMTIME REQUIREMENTS KNOWN.
In full preparation of my dreamtime experience I herewith align myself with the center of my
sacred heart, and detox my auric field and all other eight bodies of experience from any aroused
and over amorous love energy extended to beings with and without bodies in the dreamtime
weave, in unawareness.
All the rebellious versions of my dreaming body, that give orders out of line, with my physical
and emotional wellbeing, I now take back my power from them and remove all oaths, vows and
agreements made in other dream times, societies, dimensions and timestreams, so when I go to
sleep as the I AM presence of the now, we go to places of our true soul family for blissful soul
family reunions and nowhere else.
All the invoked and perpetrated biomimetic mimickry that keeps me re-living the drama,
trauma, pains, pathways and realities of any souls, tortured and tormented, horrifically crossed
over, I have ever been part to, in this and other life and dreamtimes, dimensions and time
streams, I now revoke, recant, recind, renounce, denounce, destroy and uncreate as well as the
oaths, vows and agreements related to.
What energy, space and consciousness can my I AM presence and my dreaming body be to get
the full hour or two, that it takes to build up the proper energy to get ready for the dreaming
body to leave the intestinal tract, without being kicked into sleep paralysis too early or delayed?
Anything that does not allow that I now destroy and uncreate.
All those times where friend dreaming body took itself too seriously, ignoring I AM heart,
entangling with and emanating my egoic human brain, negatively effecting the I AM presence
awake frequencies, I now turn to zero minus infinity. I claim back the space and sovereignty and
put the body of dreams on notice to mutually serve the greater good of 3/4D rejuvenation and
universal DNA crystallisation.
Everywhere my dreaming body is working overtime, by going into different bubbles of time
realities and time recalibrations, weaving together all different times, through heart and mind

based expression of duality, so I can’t remember my dreams, I now ask for more clarity, more
ease and grace in co-operating and creation with my dreaming body.
I now talk to my parasympathetic body, my vagus nerve, working in conjunction with my
dreaming body, to let go of fear, physical pain, rejection, envy, unhealed traumas, stresses,
decisions and judgments or anything else that is being projected on me and my body and allow
healing to take place in this space of dreamtime.
I herewith close all dreamtime backdoors to rebound and martyr healings of & dealings with
toxic relationships from this life time and others, to heavily invested ancient mystery school
activities, to any traps set out in sacred geometry cities and to false time contraptions and
calibrations that keep my dreaming body working overtime and does not let me get sufficient
dream sleep.
I delete all dreaming and physical body aspects that may have an internal self-created program,
entity, demon that is pissed off and doesn’t want to let go, I now fire it, I pink slip it, delete it
from my reality, to eliminate it to zero minus infinity so that it does no longer exist as a program
but is recycled through universal frequency of time
I allow myself to be salt bathed with my entire dreaming consciousness, that which is my
intestinal tract, cleared from all toxins, burdens and pervertions, so that my dreaming body can
safely leave and re-enter the seven colour chakra system without any harmful impressions on to
it.
As my own teacher of the now, I herewith take back my sovereignty from the dreamworld to get
proper dreamtime nurturing. Whilst I appreciate my dreaming body is in the future in its own
expression of time that is layered over, but my I AM presence existence is not there yet, I
demand my dreaming body to change its frequency patterns to preserve enough energy to
detect entities, have synchronicities, mystical experiences and wake up with a spark in my eyes,
refreshed and ready for the frey of the day.
In this journey of dream travel, I enter dreamtime, dreamworlds, where I look for my cellular
memories, my DNA technology wisdom, where I explore, with dreamtime maps with my
dreamtime compass my dreamtime homes, thoughts, experiences, for the sacred purpose of
fully recovering the treasures of my past and future dream worlds.
I wish to call forth the soul parts, shards and avatars that have been lost in other dream worlds
to return to my spiritual courts of equity. I pray that I can connect to the soul family members in
residual image that I haven’t seen in a long time, my dragon, my elemental and start brothers
and sisters, my fellow time travellers, my DNA connected offworld species, so my heart can be
filled with joy and happiness at being the translator, the hub of interconnectivity with this and
the spirit world.

I call to all the lovers of my past that have loved me into my ancient future to be present in my
dream world, in equal co-creation and non-competition to share and exchange love, joy and
unbiased compassion in these times of grand awakening.
I call to all future descendants, looking for me on this journey, to come and share sacred dream
space with me, so the past, the present and the future can be in equal co-creation , noncompetition, non-hierarchy and communion and union, as multidimensional, multifunctional,
photonic beings of dreaming light in a visualised process through the foetus in the mother’s
womb, bonded with the I am eye and heart of the now.
Aho, friend dreaming body that is going to go on a great journey, I am acknowledging you as
part of me in this hierarchical structure. We are now going to be co-creators in this dream
process, so here is the connection to me, to pull me through dreamtime so that I have a
synopsis of what you do in your infinite extremes of thought and consciousness.
Aho, friend dreaming body, that is connected to different expressions of time and space. I am
not fully knowingly dimensional but I am willing to learn. Now, let’s come to an agreement,
when we wake up, that we share as much as possible so in the first few minutes I can have a
better understanding and I can go through the big aha moments so that we all come to peace.
Each night, I will give to you again and again this dream of connection.
This is solely for me and the infinite beings with equal co-creation on this earth. I make this
choice before I enter the great sleep so my dreaming body, the vehicle that helps me transverse
the multiverse of expressions, understands where I am going, what I am doing and that I am
here to share this experience inside my dreaming body so I may remember it fully when I wake
up the next morning.
At the end of the dream, the flower in my root chakra closes again, all chakras back up to their
original places. All of the vision of dream is there, integrated and remembered. All the dream
space energy that is residually present around the heart and sacrum, I now invite to travel up
the vagus nerve for cognitive acknowledgement of mystical experiences in the future.
Upon wakening, when the heart and brain still trying to identify points in space and time, I
challenge myself to identify my dreams, stay in dreamtime, hit the snooze button and fall back
into dream to process infinity.
The first ten minutes of the morning I will choose to solidify those in my memories, the dreams
that I have heard and understood through this golden door of protection that I created for
myself and journal them in gratitude and bliss.
And so it is. AHO

